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TOUR DE SKI: HAPPY 10th BIRTHDAY IN VAL DI FIEMME
GREAT APPEAL AMONGST THE DOLOMITES
 
Val di Fiemme (Italy) hosted a FIS technical seminar with past and present TdS OCs
Val di Fiemme to house the final leg until 2020
2016 Final Climb – Night Version to be confirmed
Val di Fiemme praised by all media


The summer has finally burst upon us, warm temperatures and sunny skies continue up in the Italian Dolomites, but there are people in Val di Fiemme who seriously think about the next winter season. At the end of last week, all Tour de Ski OCs and some FIS members gathered in the alpine valley for a technical seminar ahead of the 10th running of the multi-stage XC skiing event scheduled on January 2016.
The 2016 TdS will kick off in Lenzerheide (SUI) with 3 days of events from 1 to 3 January and will move to Oberstdorf (GER) on 5 and 6 January. After a day-off, top World Cup skiers will continue in Dobbiaco (ITA) on 8 January and the very last days will once again be in Val di Fiemme (9-10 January). 
Val di Fiemme is the only ski resort that has been on board since the first Tour de Ski in 2006/2007 season, and flipping through the long term calendar, it will host the eventual legs until 2020, namely 7-8 January 2017, 6-7 January 2018, 5-6 January 2019 and 4-5 January 2020.
Next 10 January, the new TdS champions will be crowned at the top of the Final Climb on the Alpe Cermis, the incredible uphill race conceived by Jürg Capol and Vegard Ulvang that has gathered great attention by TVs and media since its debut. Last January, the Final Climb in Val di Fiemme attracted 17.233.955 viewers worldwide and topped the World Cup standings regarding TV audience. The Mass Start races held on Saturday at the XC Stadium in Lago di Tesero reached the third spot in this special TV standings and the second in the ‘Tour de Ski TV Overall’.
During last week’s seminar in Val di Fiemme, all organisers shared their experiences and ideas toward the 10th Tour de Ski and the Italian Nordic Fiemme OC checked the Final Climb track together with a bunch of FIS members and all the lights on. A Night Race appears doable for all FIS delegates while TV technicians have to double check the lightning conditions and will soon make a decision. 
Several side events will certainly entertain everybody on the race days next January in Val di Fiemme under the brand new slogan ‘High Ten’…instead of the usual five.
Free admission for guests and sport fans to all Val di Fiemme races has been guaranteed by the OC and the race schedule reads as such: 10k Women’s Mass at 12.30pm, followed by Men’s 15k at 2.30pm on Saturday 9 January. The Final Climb events on Sunday 10 January will start off at 4pm and 5.30pm, women first. Not to be missed!
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com 

